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Translation and textual criticism are two closely related fields. When translating from the 
original language of the Biblical text there are places variant readings occur between 
manuscripts. In these places the textual variant may have an impact on how those passages are 
translated. The translator must interact with these textual variants in order to make a decision as 
to which reading seems original. One area in which these two fields overlap is in the study of the 
Septuagint (LXX). This ancient translation is useful tor textual criticism in that it provides a text 
that prc·dates some of the earliest manuscripts that were available for study, until the discovery 
of the Dead Sea Scrolls in 1947. 1 However, even with the discovery of the Dead Sea Scrolls, the 
LXX is still useful for textual criticism due to the fact that recent studies on translation 
techniques have shown that the translations that seemed to point to a different Hebrew Vor/age2 
are actually just a free translation by the translators.3 Translation techniques are any regularly 
used method to translate a lexeme or syntactic construction. An example of this would be the use 
of the Greek word KDpwq to translate the Hebrew Divine Name ;'ll;'l'. The reason for studying 
these translation techniques is that by understanding them it becomes easier to distinguish what 
is a legitimate variant reading. 
In regards to the field oftranslation, the LXX is a Greek translation of the Hebrew Bible. 
The translation process of the LXX most likely began sometime around the Third Century B.C., 
however, this date is somewhat debated. It is also likely that those translators who produced this 
massive work began with the Pentateuch and from there a multitude of translators worked to 
complete the rest of the Old Testament over a long period of time. Problems arise, however, 
1 Paul D. Wegner, A Swdent 's Guide to Textual Criticism o_fthe Bible: Its History, Method~. and Results, 
(Downers Grove, IN: lnterVarsity Press, 2006), 89. 
2 The Vorlage is the text that the other manuscripts are copies of. In the case of the LXX it is the text that 
was used in the translation process. 
3 Wegner, 93. 
l 
because the LXX docs not always provide a literal translation from the Hebrew into the Greek. 
fn many instances a literal translation from the Hebrew to the Greek would most likely be 
confusing and made up of poor grammatical constructions. This is similar to how a literal 
translation from Hebrew to English would be confusing to English readers. The field of 
translating is a difficult one at times. Jerome, the man who translated the Latin Vulgate is quoted 
as saying of translation 
"Translation ... is a difficult) almost impossible art, to master. Lanbruages vary so 
in their order of words, in their individual metaphors, and in their native idioms. 
The translator is thus faced with a choice between a literal) word-for-word 
rendering (which is certain to sound absurd and so be a travesty of the original) 
and something much freer (in which case he is liable to be accused ofbeing 
unfaithful). "4 
Adding to the difficulty of deciphering these translations is the fact that even among the 
manuscripts of the LXX there are text critical issues. By studying the LXX and the possible 
translation techniques that might have been used to move from Hebrew to Greek an opportunity 
arises that allows for an attempt to recreate the Hebrew Vorlage of the LXX. This is useful in 
that it helps to see where possible variants may be between the Vorlage of the LXX and the 
Masoretic Text (MT). 
In studying the translation techniques of the LXX, one must narrow the focus. This is 
because the total number of possible translation techniques is not known. In order to discover 
these different translation techniques, as well as to be certain of their existence, individual 
lexemcs or syntactic constructions must be studied to find patterns that support or deny the 
proposed translation technique. The focus for this study was on the Hebrew Infinitive Absolute 
(JA). The reasoning behind this choice was that the lA can be found in different kinds of 
4 Ernst Wiirthwein Te.."Ct ofthe Old Testament (Grand Rapids, Mf: Ecrdmans, 1995), 92-93, as cited in 
Wegner, 95-96. 
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construction that would be translated differently. There has also been some study done on this 
verbal form by Emanuel Tov. His study, however, focused on what he called the "Infinitive 
Absolute Construction," which is more commonly referred to by Hebrew scholars as the 
paronomastie construction.5 In focusing on this consuuction, Tov did not examine the remaining 
usages that do not occur in a paronomastic construction. This study examined a part of his 
findings in the Pentateuch, as well as the uses of the IA that were not considered "Infinitive 
Absolute Constructions." In order to go deeper in this study it was first necessary to understand 
what the IA in Biblical Hebrew (BH) is, what it does, and how it is used in certain constructions. 
It was then necessary to look at examples of how the LXX translated the various instances of the 
IA. Once the LXX constructions were analyzed a compatison was attempted and a conclusion 
was attempted to be drawn. The comparison that was attempted regarded what verbal or nominal 
forms were used to translate the IA depending on the use of the IA in individual passages. 
BH has two categories of non-finite verbs. These categories are infinitives, which 
designate the action or situation of a verb, and participles, which refer to the actor of a verb. 
Within the category of infinitives, there are two distinct forms, the infinitive construct and the 
IA.6 The IA differs in form from the infinitive construct in that it cannot be combined with other 
grammatical or lexical morphemes, meaning that the IA cannot be governed by a preposition or 
take a pronominal suffix. 7 The IA in BH has a wide variety of functions. These functions 
include; 1) acting as a noun in nominative (subject), accusative (object), and genitival {possessor 
~Emanuel Tov, "Renderings of Combinations ofthc Infinitive Absolute and Finite Verbs in the 
Septuagint-Their Nature and Distribution," in The Greek and I lebrew Bible: Collected Essays on the Septuagint 
Vol. 72 (Lciden, The Netherlands: Rrill, 1999), 247. 
6Bruce K. Waltke and M. O'Connor, An Introduction to Biblicalllehrew Syntax (Winona Lake, IN: 
Eiscnbrauns, 1990}, SSO. 
7 Christo H.J. van der Merwe, Jackie A. Naude, Jan H. Kroeze, A Biblical Hebrew Reference Grammar 
(Sheffield, England: Sheffield Academic Press, 1999), 158. 
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or source) relationships, 2) acting all an adverb, modifying a finite verb, and 3) substituting for a 
verb (both finite and non-tinite).8 
1. Pa•·onomastic lAs 
The most common use of the IA is in the paronomastic construction. A paronomastic 
construction is an instance where the IA may precede or follow a finite verb of the same root, 
and often of the same stem. According to Webster, about 55% of the time the JA occurs with a 
finite verb of the same root.9 Waltke and O'Connor note that when the IA is used 
paronomastically, it shares the same stem as the finite verb, and often the root as well. 10 An 
example of this occurs in Gen. 2:17 where there is a Qal IA toll owed by a Qal imperfect. 
There are, however, instances where the IA and the finite verb do not share the same stem, such 
as when the Qat IA is bracketed with the Niphal (Exod. 19: 13), 
with the Pie! (2 Sam. 20: 18), 
Hiphil (Gcn 46:4), 
8 Brian L. Webster, The CamhridRe lntruductiun tu Biblical Hebrew (Cambridge, NY: Cambridge 
University Press, 2009), 282; IBHS, 581. 
9 Webster, 282. 
10 IBHS, 584. 
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and Hithpael (Isa. 24: 19). 1 1 
In either case, whether the words share the same stem or not, these constructions use the 
infinitive as an internal accusative, which is a nominal use of the IA. In BH an accusative noun is 
said to modify the verb, acting as either an object (indicating the direction of the action) or 
specifying other aspects of the verbal action. 12 An internal accusative is an accusative used as the 
object of the verb that functions adverbially. 13 Thus the paronomastic use of the lA intensifies 
the finite verb, causing this usage to be called the intensifying infinitive. 14 When this 
construction is used, the author/speaker expresses his conviction of the truth of what he said 
regarding the action. Thus, when this construction has been used, listeners are not able to claim 
that the speaker was unclear regarding their statement. 15 The paronomastic construction helps to 
clarify and emphasize the speaker's perspective or mood. Paronomastic constructions are usually 
translated into English with glosses such as surely, certainly, definitely, indeed, clearly, or in 
fact. 16 
2. lAs as Adverbial Complement 
Another nominal use of the IA in BH is as an adverbial complement. Adverbial 
complements are nouns used in the place of an adverb to denote time, place, condition, manner, 
and specification, thus detailing a feature of the verbal action. 17 When the 1A is used in this way 
II BHRG, 158. 
12 Ibid., 161. 
13 Ibid., 167. 
14 (bid., 584. 
15 BHRG, 158. 
16 Webster, 282. 
17 lBHS, 169. 
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it describes the attendant circumstance of the situation represented by the finite verb. This is 
most commonly found where there is a non-paronomastic IA paired with a finite verb without 
the use of a vav conjunction. It is also possible for an IA to be paired with another lA that 
follows the finite verb and the two of them together act as adverbial complements, such as in 
Gen. 8:5. 18 
The adverbial infinitive may also be bracketed by a paronomastic pairing. These pairings 
will almost always come after the main verb that they are modifying. These two lAs will be 
connected to each other with a vav conjunction. According to Webster, the most common word 
in these pairings is 1':1. 19 Other words of motion such as .:liuJ and c~~;:r are also commonly used 
in these pairings. This kind of construction often indicates repetition or continuance (Gen. 8:7).2° 
The uses of this constmction may also indicate a simultaneous action (Jud. 14:9).21 
3. Other Nominal Uses 
Other nominal uses of the IA include the following: as the subject of a verbal dause (2 
Sam. 1 :4; Job 6:25), subject or predicate of a verbless clause (Prov. 25:27; lsa. 32: 17), object of a 
preposition (2 Kgs. 13: 17), or the genitive in a constmct phrase (Isa. 14:23). Joiion notes that the 
previously stated uses are rather rare of the lA and are more common uses of the infinitive 
18 BHRG, 160; IBHS., 5Ril-R9. 
19 Webster, 284. 
20 IBHS, 5!!9. 
21 Paul Jouon and Takamitsu Muraoka, A Grammar ofBiblicalllebrew: Revised English Edition (Rome: 
Editrice Pontificio Intituto Biblico, 2006), 395. 
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Construct.22 The lA can also be used as a direct object (lsa. 1: 17), the adverbial accusative of 
state (Mic. 6:8), adverbial accusative of specification (I sa. 59: 12-13), or in a double accusative 
construction (lam. 3:45). These differ from the other nominal uses because the previous 
constructions were in the accusative case, but describe the attendant circumstances of the main 
verb. 23 Typically these nominal uses are found when the JA is used on its own or as pa11 of a list. 
According to Webster, approximately 33% of these instances have the IA acting as a noun.24 
Often when the IA is acting as a noun, it will be translated into English with a gemnd.25 
4. lA as Adve1·b 
Outside of the nominal uses, the IA may also take the place of an adverb or adjective. Of 
the instances where the IA occurs individually or in a list, approximately 20% act as adverbs or 
adjectives. These uses are usually words such as :1~1;:1 and :J~';J.26 The two previous words, as 
well as others in the Hiphil stem, are usually considered as adverbs. Other words that are lAs 
used as adverbs include i'Dl:J, o~t{)Ll, and 1i:fr.J.27 Examples of this use in the Old Testament 
include Deut. 9:21, 13:15; 1 Sam. 26:21; and Josh. 3:16. 
Deut. 9:21 
~7t+'Ml ,~~7 p;r-,w~ 1}2 ·' )intt )Tli\ T1~!$l w~~ 1 iTlN ~'ltrt:n 'r:u;rii7 ?~~~-Tl~ on'tvli-,W~ c~r,n~~o-m:n 21 
22 Joi.ion, 391. 
23 IBHS, 591-92. 
24 Webster, 285. 
25 fbid .. 286. 
26 Ibid. 
21 IBHS, 592. Note that .,:.JI) is a PiellA and not a Hifil. 
:iiJ::n~ 1).~:J ?q~v-?1$ ,,~)7-n~ 
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5. Verbal Uses of the lA 
Since the lA is a kind of verbal noun, it has the ability to be used in places where one 
would expect a verb. When an lAs stands alone or in a list it is possible to translate it as an 
imperative or jussive in about UWo of these occurrences.28 When the lA is used in the place of an 
imperative or jussive, it will be asyndetic (without the vav conjunction) and at the beginning of 
its clause. This use of the lA is predominantly used to express divine commands, legislative 
commands, or legislative jussives.29 The lA may also be used in place of a coh01tative, jussive, 
perfective, and non-perfective verb, as well as in proverbial statements. The manner in which the 
lA is used can be determined in part by the use of the vav conjunction. An infinitive without vav 
has no formal or clear connection with the preceding statement. 30 Occurrences of an IA used as a 
finite verb without vav usually occur in direct speech. 31 An TA with a vav may also be used in the 
place of a finite verb. Webster notes that there are II 0 instances of the JA with vav outside of 
those lAs that have been paired with other words to modify the main verb. Of those instances, 35 
are paronomastic, leaving 75 instances where there is no main verb linked to the lA. Because of 
this the infinitive then becomes the verb and the context supplies the subject and other verbal 
information. 32 A. Rubinstein notes 45 instances where the IA with vav follows a finite verb and 
continues the preceding verb in a similar way to vav-consecutive forms. 33 According to Waltke 
and O'Connor, the IA with vav functioning as a verb is similar to its use as an adverbial 
complement, because in both cases the IA qualifies a leading verb. The distinction is determined 
2R Webster, 285. 
29 JBHS, 593. 
30 Ibid., 594. 
31 BHRG, 161. 
32 Webster, 286-87. 
33 Arie Rubinstein, "A Finite Verb Continued by an Infinitive Absolute in Biblical Hebrew," V~tus 
Testamentum 2, no. 4 (October 1952): 363-64. 
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by the presence, or absence, of the vav conjunction. They write ''Without waw the infinitive is 
adverbial, qualifying the same situation as the verb; with waw the infinitive is used as a finite 
verb and represents a situation subordinate to the leading verb."34 
The IA in BH is also able to be used in place of non-finite verbs. These verbal nouns are 
able to take the place of participles as well as infinitive constructs. When the lA takes the place 
of a participle, its function is similar to that of an adverbial-accusative. The IA appears to be 
used as a participle more clearly in a verbless clause (Ezek. I: 14) or in a mixture of infinitives 
and participles (Esth. 8:8; Jer. 7: t 8). How an IA is used as an infinitive construct can be 
determined by the presence or absence of a vav conjunction. An IA without vav may demonstrate 
the infinitive construct's usc as a verbal complement (Isa. 42:24). With a vav conjunction the IA 
will have the same use as a preceding infinitive construct (Exod. 32:6; I Sam. 22: 13).35 
According to van der Merwc et al., the use of the lA as an infinitive construct is rareY' Webster 
notes that in many cases containing rare constructions there may be a text critical issue to 
consider.37 
LXX Translations of the lA 
Emanuel Tov has done a large amount of work in identifying how IA constructions in the 
Hebrew Old Testament have been translated into the LXX. In his essay Renderings of 
Combinations of the Infinitive Absolute and Finite Verbs in the Septuagint- Their Nature and 
Distrihution, he has outlined some of the most common ways the LXX translators attempted to 
render the IA when it has been paired with a finite verb. Tov used the work of Henry St. John 
34 IBHS, 596. 
35 Ibid. , 597. 
36 BHRG, 162. 
37 Webster, 28!:!. 
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Thackeray in his study on the translation of the IA into the LXX. Both Tov and Thackeray agree 
that an exact equivalent in the Greek is rare. 38 The two examples of exact equivalents are Josh. 
17:13 and Jer. 44(51):25. It appears as though what Tov defines as an exact equivalent is when 
the BH text has a paronomastic lA and the LXX uses an infinitive with a finite verb from the 
same root. The closest rendering outside of the two previous examples is the use of an adverb or 
an adjective in the LXX to reflect the idea in the Hebrew of the IA as strengthening the finite 
verb in these paronomastic constructions. These constructions are rare in the LXX. More 
common constructions in the LXX tor the lA construction include a finite verb with a noun in 
either the dative or accusative (less frequent) cases, or to usc a finite verb with participle. 39 
Typically a cognate noun or participle is used, but occasionally a supplementary or synonymous 
root will be used. According to Tov, the use of the finite plus cognate noun or participle is the 
common construction used to translate a paronomastic IA, in order to show the close relationship 
between the two words. In Greek the constructions using a cognate noun in the dative case may 
be able to be translated with the glosses "utterly," "fervently," or "earnestly."40 There are also 
instances where the paronomastic lA is rendered by a single finite verb.41 While Tov focused 
only on the paronomastic use of the lA this work will attempt to look at all possible 
constructions of the lAin the Pentateuch. Tov's work included the entirety ofthe OT, whereas 
this work studies the IA uses in the Pentateuch. The reason for restricting the research to the 
Pentateuch is to make the study more manageable and because the Pentateuch is considered to be 
JH Tov, 247; and Henry St. John Thackeray, A Grammar of the Old Testament in Greek According to the 
Septuagint Vol. I (London: Cambridge University Press, 1909), 47. 
39 Tov makes no mention to what the cases ofthe participles were in his paper, however it appears as 
though the participles are commonly in the nominative case. 
40 Andreas J. Kostcnbcrgcr, Benjamin L. Merkle, and Rohert L. Plummer, Going Deeper with New 
Testament Greek (Nashville, Tennessee: B&H Academic, 20 16), 135. 
41 Tov, 248-49, 51. 
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a complete unit from an early period of BH, thus making it its own corpus of evidence from 
which to study the use of the IA from the point of view of linguistic usage. 
LXX Ta·anslation of the lA in the Pentateuch 
As stated earlier, the lA in BH has many different functions and common constructions 
that help to determine the function of the IA in the passage. The most common construction 
including the 1A is the construction that Tov discusses in his essay, the paronomastic IA. This 
construction occurs approximately 55% of the time an lA is used; however, in the Pentateuch the 
paronomastic construction (Section 1 a.) accounts for nearly 78% of the uses of the IA. The other 
22% is made up of I As that have been paired with words in non-paronomastic constructions 
(Section I b) (2%), Piel and Hifil lAs used as adverbs (Section I d) (5%), and lAs that stand alone 
or in pairs in the place of tinite and non-tinite verbs (Section 1e) ( 15%). 
1 a. Paronomastic 
Tov's study of the "Infinitive Absolute construction" (paronomastic) seems to be 
consistent throughout the Pentateuch. There are some instances of the 1A that he does not label in 
his work, possibly due to errors in the software that he used at the time of his study. The most 
common construction in the LXX to translate the paronomastic IA construction is the dative 
cognate noun and the finite verb. Tov notes that there are at least 84 uses of this construction in 
the Pentateuch of the LXX.42 It appears as though the majority ofthese uses are translations of 
the phrase I'li'J~' 1"1i7:) or instances where there is an IA and an imperfect. The next most common 
construction of the paronomastic lA is a finite verb and a participle. Tov marks at least 31 
instances of this construction. Similar to the dative and finite verb construction, this construction 
42 Ibid., 253. 
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seems most often to be the result of an lA with an imperfect. The construction in the BH ofthe 
Pentateuch that seems to be the most common is the IA and the imperfect, so the fact that it 
appears to be the most common source of the most common translations is not surprising.43 
2a. Pah·ings of lAs 
Most of the pairings of lAs in the BH of the Pentateuch use ';'fi?O or some other verb of 
motion. The most common translation of this construction uses a participle of the verb 
nopst>OJ.lCtt for 7!i?;:t and then the other lA is either not translated or a finite verb is used. The 
number of paired lAs in the Pentateuch is small, since it only accounts for approximately 2% of 
all of the lAs in the Pentateuch. The small number of uses makes it difficult to draw an accurate 
conclusion about whether or not this would be a common translation technique for this 
construction.44 Examples ofthis construction include: 
Gcn 8:3 
Keti tveoioov 'f(J uowp e~ov cl1t0 't~<; yij<;, EVEOi<iov Keti ftAUTIOVOUtO 'tO uSwp ~oumx 
1teVtftKOV'tCt KCtl £Ket'tOV t)f.1£pac;. 
Gen 8:7 
: n~;:r ?p~ c~~;:T !ltQ~~-1~ :::.;i..::.'a..:.:.:=....:~ 
Keti U7tS<JtetA.ev rov KOpO.KCt tOU i8dv d KSK01tUK£V tO uorop, KO.i g elf) • oux ' rce<tt s ~ ero<; 
1:ou ~T)po.vHijvat ro Mcop &.no Tij<; yijc;. 
3a. lAs as Adverbs 
In the Hebrew OT, lAs used as adverbs lack the vav conjunction. Of the constructions 
that use lAs that function regularly as adverbs none of them have a vav conjunction in front of 
1J See appendix lb (a-1). 
44 For examples of this construction see appendix 2b (a-c). 
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the infinitive.45 In the Pentateuch two lAs are regularly used as adverbs. The more common word 
is the Piel lA i(J~. This word comes from the root i;-t~, which when used with another verb has a 
strong adverbial force. It is often translated as "hasten" or "quickly" in English.46 In passages 
where this word is used, it is found immediately following the verb that it modifies. This word is 
usually translated with some form of the word raxuc;. This Greek word is an adverb that is 
conunonly used to refer to a short period of time and seems to have a similar semantic range to 
that ofi;'!~.47 An example of this may be found in Exodus 32:8. 
i~?V.i:l iW~ 7~lo/~ ~,~7~ 0~~ ri~~~) ';?-m~r~1 1?-w::nJI¥~1 ;-r,2~~ ?¢){. c~7 ~if¥ cf1·1~ i¥/1:$ ~1i::n~ ~.,~ 
:o~"J¥1;) n~~ 
naptPllaav a. • BK -rf\<; 66ou, ~<; EVe'tElAffi au-roi<;, E1tOtT]O'UV EUU'toTc; ~-t6crxov Kai 
npocrKCK:UV~KUO'tv UU't{i) Kai rs(h)Kacrtv au-r0 Kai dnav Ou--cot oi 6eoi Q'Oll, IapallA, ol'ttvsc; 
uvspipaaav Q'E EK yijc; Aiyumou. 
There are two instances in the LXX where this word is not translated. 
The second word used regularly as an adverb is J\;l';:t. This word is a HifillA and is 
commonly translated in the LXX as mpMpa, but can also be translated as aKptPOJ<;. The word 
::l.~'\.1 comes from the root ::lt:J'. In the adverbial sense it carries the meaning of to do something 
well, or to thoroughly do sornething.4t~ The Greek word mp6Spa has the meaning of doing 
something to a high extent and may be translated .. exceedingly," .. greatly," or "violently.'>49 The 
Greek word aKptProc; has a meaning that pertains to a strict conformity to a rule or n01m, with 
special attention to detail and completeness. It may be translated as "accurately," ''strictly," or 
45 For examples of the lA as an adverb see appendix 3b (a-g). 
46 Francis Brown, Samuel Rolles Driver, and Charles Augustus Briggs, Enhanced Brown-Driver-Briggs 
Hebrew and English l.exicon (Peabody, MA: Hendrickson, 1996), 554-55. 
17 Johannes P. Louw and Eugene A. Nida, Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament Based on Semantic 
Domains. (New York: United Bible Societies, 19R9), I :643. 
4~ BDB, 405-6. 
411 Louw and Nida, I :6g6. 
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"diligcntly."50 Similar to lV~, this word follows closely after the verb that it is modifying. 
Examples of this are: 
Deut 13:15 
:1i!1~~ I'lN·ru :1;:JV.iT-lu ;,ntv¥J ~~1t:tli?~ h~~ :-~f.m 12' n7~W1 rnt?tt1 m¥111 
Kai £pror~aet~ Ka.i spa.uv~crEt~ O'q>MQg, Kat i~ou llf...rt8T]c; cra<p&~ 6 Myoc;, YEYSvT(tat 1:0 
~Mt...u1~-ta rou-ro sv u~-tiv, 
Deut 19:18 
:Pr;J!$:;1 :1lV ii?W 'TPO '"1i?tg-i¥, :-I~'Jl , Z:P~QIN;:T ~tg!1l 
Kai. f.~!'miamcnv ol. Kpu:ai t..KRlO , Kai ioou f.l.Uptu<; iiOtKo~ f.~-taprupTJaf.V ii8tKa, uvrtmrt Kata 
tOU UOEA(j)OU au-roD, 
The fact that these lAs functioning as adverbs have been translated as adverbs helps to point 
towards the translators of the LXX understanding how these lAs were functioning. It also seems 
as though the word lt.ll;) is consistently translated with a form of the same word regardless of 
constluction, except for in those instances where it was not translated in the LXX. 51 
4a. lAs Individually or in Lists 
For instances of the IA used on its own or in a list, it would appear as though the common 
means of translating these constructions is in line with how the lA is being used in the Hebrew. 52 
When the lA has a vav conjunction, begins a clause, and either takes a direct object or has an 
implied object, then the lA usually continues the preceding verb. The LXX translators seemed to 
understand this in the same way and often translated these constructions as finite verbs, since the 
50 Louw and Nida, I :643. 
51 It is important to note that there are textual variants for the two instances where the lA 1iJO was not found 
in the translation of the LXX. These variants may be tound in Codex Alexandrinus. In these variants the word 1;:TI) is 
translated in the same way as the other instances. 
52 Examples of this may be.found in the appendix. 
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lA is being used in the place of a finite verb. The other instances where the lA is functioning in 
the place of a finite verb are also translated as finite verbs in the LXX. Constructions where the 
TA is asyndetic, begins the clause, is in direct speech, and is part of a command are often 
translated as imperatives in the Greek, but Thackeray notes that a common construction in the 
place of an imperative was to use a future indicative. 53 The use of the future indicative in place 
of an imperative occurs at least three times. 54 There are at least three instances of the lA being 
used in place of a non-finite verb (Exodus 32:6; Num. 6:5, 23). 55 In Exodus 32:6 the IA follows 
an infinitive construct and is thus functioning as an infinitive construct. The LXX translates this 
as an infinitive. 
Exod 32:6 
:pp¥7 ,~i?.!l !i'.1 ..,~~~ bi7v ::~W.~J c·~?w ~w~~l n?il ~7~~1 n1o?i1~ 1~:J·$~~1 
Ka.i op9picra.c; -rfi E1ta:Uptov aw:~ipa.aev OAoKctUtcOj.la.1:a Ked 1tPOmlW.")'KEV 9ucriav CJ(J)'rtlPlOU, Kai 
~KU9tcrSV 0 /..ao<; q>a)'elV Kat m&t~ Kat UVi:Cl1:TtCJaV :rrai~etv. 
In the passages in Numbers theTA is being used in place of a participle and the LXX uses 
participles to translate them. Tt would appear as though the LXX translators understood that if an 
IA is functioning in the place of other verbs, then they should translate the IA as a verb that is 
similar to how the IA functions in the text. 
Conclusion 
The IA is one of the most versatile verbal forms in BH. This "verbal noun" can function 
as a noun, adverb, finite verb, or other non-finite verbs. The constructions containing these 
verbal fonns determines how they are functioning and how they should be translated. In the LXX 
53 Thackeray, 194. 
54 In appendix under lAs Independently or in Lists. 
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translation of the Pentateuch, the most common usc of the lA is paronomastic. According to Tov, 
the use of the paronomastic lAin Hebrew may be translated several different ways. The most 
common of these ways is with a finite verb with a dative cognate noun or a participle. This is not 
an exact translation, but rather it shows the unique relationship between the IA and the main verb 
that it modifies. There are lAs that have been used in place of adverbs so often that they have 
essentially become adverbs. These lAs are regularly translated as adverbs. lAs that function in 
the place of finite and non-finite verbs usually occur on their own or in lists that contain vav 
consecutive f01ms. If the IA has the vav-conjunction, then it usually continues the preceding 
verbs and is often transl.ated in a manner similar to the preceding verbs, either finite or non-finite. 
Instances where the lA is asyndetic, begins the clause, takes a direct object, and occurs in direct 
speech or commands are usually translated as volitional fmms, but they may also take the fonn 
of a future indicative in the LXX. This knowledge is useful in understanding how the LXX 
translators made decisions regarding this verbal form and helps the critic decide whether an 
unexpected translation in the LXX represents a variant reading in the Vorlage. 
The constructions that may provide the most confusion when attempting to recreate the 
original text of the Hebrew OT based on the LXX would be the paronomastic construction. In 
the Pentateuch there were multiple ways this construction was translated, however, if the LXX 
has a finite verb bracketed by a dative cognate noun or participle there is a. large degree of 
certainty that this was originally a paronomastic JA. The constructions other than the 
paronomastic seem to be handled consistently throughout the Pentateuch, which increases 
confidence that, in regards to the 1A in these constructions, the text critical issues are not a matter 




a. Gen 2:16 
: ~~T-1? li\LI-rv. 7f~ ,~tx7 oJ~ir7~ o~~;~ :1,'\1,~ 1~~1 
Kai tven:iA.ato KUptoc; 6 9eoc; t<P Aoa.Jl A.f:yrov Am) 1tUVtO<; suA.ou tOU f.v tcp zrapoosiaro PP.OlCJS\ 
cparn, 
Qal IA and Qal impf. 
Finite Verb (future, middle, indicative) with a noun in the dative (non-cognate) 
b. Gen2:17 
Qal lA and Qat impf. 
Finite verb (future, middle, indicative) with a noun in the dative (cognate) 
c. Gen 3:16 
o :':J;r~~~~ K~::!1 ~nif~WT;l ~~,~-~~, o')~ 'J7lil ::l~Y:~ 1jiiJ1 ~ii::l¥~ · 
Kai rfi yuvatKi dm:v A. 9 vow 7U.: v ... tac; A.una<; emu Kai tov crtEvayJ.16V crou, tv A.u1tat<; 
1:ssn !SKVa, J<ai npoc; tov livopa crou li anocrtpocpi) crou, Ked au1:6<; crou KUpumcn:t. 
Hifil IA + Hifil impf. 
Finite (Future active indicative) +Participle 
d. Gen 8:7 
Kat Ct1tEcrn:tAeV 'tOV KOpO.KO. tOU iodv d KCK01tO.Kt;V 1:0 uowp, KO.i ..,..,.......,.. ......... 
-roi> sTtpav9fivat to Mrop a1to -rt'jc; yt'jc;. 
Qal pret. + Qal lA 
Paronomastic construction as a participle only (Aorist, active) 
s6 The paronomastic lA examples are all from Genesis, because constructions that are very similar can be 
found in each of the other books. Genesis provides examples of all of the constructions that Tov notes in his essay; 
therefore it is unnecessary to give examples from all of the books in the Pentateuch. All Hebrew texts are from 
Biblia Hebraica Stuttgartensia and all Greek texts arc from Septuaginta. 
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e. Gen 18:10 
: ,'10~ ~1:Jl ?v~~ no~ 11lllJ!t} :7Jfl.'l ~r:Jt{)::t ;'1JfV7 p·;,J;:~l :-~!o11v.~ ~,7~ :J~lf'~ :::1~ ,~N~l 
dtrev ot E1ta\la<Tt ' s (l)V . Ol 1tpoc; ()E K<l'ttl t'OV Katpov 't'OUtOV sic; &pac;, Kai E~Sl uiov :Eappa. 
~ ')'UV~ OOU. !:appa ()s i\KOUOSV 1tpoc; 'tfj 9Up<;X Tijc; aKfJvfjc;, OUaa 01ttcr9sv Ul>'t'OU. 
Qal lA + Qat impf. 
Finite verb (future, active, indicative)+ participle of different verb (Present, active) 
f. Gen 19:9 
,~t¥7 ~w~~~ ,~7? bi?:;r 1[,h~~ ~.,¥~~1on~ ~7 li:JJ :-r~l.l 
dnav ()£ .i\n6crta EKSl. d~ ~A.es~ napotKSLV, l-ttl Kai ~P.lOW K: {v t ; wv ouv as KCtKWcro~ev 
~aA.A.ov f\ tKsivouc;. Kai napepui~ov-ro l'OV liv8pa rov i\arr a<J>6opa Kai i\yytcrav cruvrpi\jlo..t 1:~v 
9upav. 
Qal pret. + QallA 
Non-finite (present, active infinitive) +accusative noun 
g. Gen20:7 
:1~-,w~r'~~l :1fltt m · 1-11~-':il 111, :J'W~ ~~"::nJ~1 ;,~m ~7ll;;t '~~1;1~1 N~:i ~qr·~ tu'::t;:J·nwij JW::t :-~~lll 
wv OS an68oc; 'tl)v yuvaiKa t0 av9proncp, O'tl1tp0Cj)~'tl"J~ imiv Kai npom;u;emt nepi uou K'a.i 
~ticrn. ei OE ).L~ anooiOc.oc;, yvro9t O'tt 'rrr. vn au Kat 1tUVta ta mi. 
Qal lA + Qal impf. 
Finite verb only (future, middle, indicative) 
h. Gen 26:11 
Qat TA + Hophal impf. 
Three words used for lA genitive noun, adjective, finite verb (future, middle, indicative) (Tov 
labels lAC as finite verb only) 
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i. Gen 26:13 
Qal pret. + Qal IA (hlk) 
Present, active participle+ Adj.+ finite verb (impf., middle, indicative) 
j. Geo 28:22 
Kni 6 A.i9oc; o\ho ' ov Ecr'trtcra crtiJA.rtV, SO'ttll J!Ot oTKo<; ewu, Kai 1tUV'tWV, wv iav J.LOl 84Jc;, 
ElCci'tllv tino8srcaoncilc:s a\YCa crm. 
Piel lA + Piel impf. 
Adjective (accusative)+ finite verb (future, active, indicative). 
k. Gen 32:13 
:Jl~ 1~~~-K7 1YJ!$ o:;:r 'til)~ ~l/11·11~ 'J;JI;liV1 ';f~V IO:o~,~~~.·~:&.l!!l 
(}'\) OS ~ '1t EO Of: n:ott\crro Ktxi 9flcrro 10 crn:ipf.tU crou ffi<; tl)v liJ,tJ.LOV lfl~ ea.A.acrcrrt~. f\ 
OlHC apt9J,tq9t\m:rat (mo lOU n:A:ft9ol}(;. 
HifillA + Hifil impf. 
Finite Verb (Future, active, indicative)+ Adverb 
1. Gen 37:33 
Kat sn:eyvw UU'tOV Kai dn:ev Xmi>v lOU uiou f.tOU scmv, e11piov n:ovqpov Km:tq>ayev aur6v, 
Oflpiov fi tov lrocrqcp. 
Qal lA + Pual pt: 
Finite (aorist, active, indicative)+ different noun in the accusative 
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2b. Non-Paronomastic Pairing 
a. Gen 8:5 
:O'l::tiJ 'WKl ~~l~ tlJjh7 ifj~~ '1'W~~ '1.'iVS?i1 tlJ7~;:1 1~ ii6 1 i-1f1~ ~':) o~~;:q 
to &t uomp gtQ su &VO ~A(l'ttOVOOt . ECJ)(; 'tOU Of:KO:tou IJ.TJVO~, f;v 8e tip EVOEKO:t(!l llTJVl, rfi 
np<!:rrn tau IJ.TJVO~, w<p9TJO'U.V ai KE<pa.Aa.i 'tWV operov. -
b. Gen 12:9 
Kai am)pev Aj3pa!J. Kai -O~c.;== ~~--==.;;:~ f;v rfi EPftiJ.(!l. 
c. Deut 9:21 
-n~ 'l7l?>~l i.R¥7 i'J.-,W~ 1)1 )n!<: n~~l 'IV~~ 111"1!<: 'l'llV~) "T:lr;Ji?7 ~~P.;;n1~ O!J'W~tiW~ c~r;n~t;JtT-1'1~1. 
:i\);;n~ 1J"iJ ?Ql;:l·?~ ,,~li' 
Kai r~v O.~mp·tiav UIJ.WV, fiv brot~crare, tov ~J.ooxov, 8A.al3ov a:urov Kal. KateKaucra aurov tv 1t0pi 
Kai 0'1WBKO'IfU UU'tOV , a~ C1 O'gzg§Qg, ~ro~ o-ii f:yEvf:tO A~mt6v, KUL f:yev~91l WO'd KOVtOp't6~, 
Kai eppl'lf(l 'tOV KOVlOp'tOV sic; 'tOV xet~J.clppouv 'tOV Karaj3aivovta EK 'tOU opou~. 
3b. lAs Regularly Used as Adverbs 
a. Deut 7:4 
il1tOO'"rftO'f.l ynp 'tOV ui6v O'OU an' EIJ.OU, Kni A.atpr.um:t 9Eoi~ trtpm~, Kai opyto9i}cr£'tat eull0 
KUpto~ t-:ic; UIJ.Oc; Kat E~o/..t:9peucret (jf: 'tO wo~. 
b. Deut 9:3 
Cl;l1:l~i.l1 Of)~1i:;J1 ~Pl~7 CP,'l~~ N~;;q 0):'7;)1?>~ N~;:t :17~~ 1li~ 1:pJ~'7 i;;li!:;t•N~:;l ;pV?l$ 0j:1~ ':;l Oi;;:J \:l!Y1:1 
:1~ :1_1,.1; 1~1 iW.~:1> 
Kai yvwon crft).U:pov on K\>pto~ 6 9e6c; crou, o~to~ nponopeM:tat npo npocro)1tou crou, m:lp 
KatavaA.iaKOV ecrtiv, OU'tO<; e~oA.r.8pr.um:1 au-roue;, Kat olS-roc; Ct1tOO"tpE'If£t au-roue; U7t0 7tpOcr6:mou 
O'OU, Kal. cl7tOAEic; au-rm)c;, Ka9anep dnev O'Ol KUptO<;. 
c. Deut 9:16 
:O;:)t;'\$ :"\V'I~ :-J;t~-,w~ ~n1;nl';) ;, 0).:)10 ;'l~Q~ ?;v, o~7 OP.'WS? c~·;:f(~ :1,l,t1'7 bl)~t#O :1),;:t1l't'J8l 
Kai io<bv on ~llUP'tete eva.v-riov KUpiou 'tOU Bsou UIJ.mV Kai B7t0lftO'atf. U!J.iV ta.utoic; xroveU'tOV Kai 
nap&j3TJ'tf: ono rfjc; ooou, ~<; Ew:rdA.m;o UIJ.tV K\>ptoc;, 
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d. Deut 27:8 
e. Gen 21:16 
:1~1;J] r111rnl$ l{Wr:n 1~~1;1 J!fr.n ,7.:;:r niJt~ :'l~'l~-'?tt :'ll1;1l$ 'ilnW~ 'J!l~1;1:;l t ti ,~~?;J ::t7 :ltf~l ~7m 
am::A.9oi>aa. of. f.K6.8rp:o U1tevavtl a.utou JJ.C!i.l<p69 roasi t6~ou ~oA.iJv, sT1ttV yap Ou J.l~ lO(l) 'tOV 
0av<nov 'tOU 1ta.t0LOU 1-J.OU. Ka.i iKu9tO'EV imtvavn a.urou, ava.~ofiaav OE to 1tO.tOWV i:KA.a.uasv. 
f. Exod 33:7 
·?1:5 K~C :-ti;-r~ Wi?.J1;1·?~ ;,?v1 i}!i?;) 7;;t~ f' Xli?J :1~Q~i.rl1;1 ~0 :1~01J~ fll}1;1 lj?-;,t;l~l ?;:tR;:t-1'11$ n~~ ';,!f~~ 
:;,~O~J~ ru;m 114'~ ,~;?;) '?;:t~ 
Kat A.a.prov Mo.roafi~ 't~V O'KTJV~v autou t7tT)~sv e~w tfic; mxpe~-J.PoA.fic; tooJCpav. a1to t~<; 
1tapq.t~oA.fic;, Ka.i tt<:A.iJ9TJ 0'1G1V~ flO.ptupiou, Ka.i. f.yevF.-ro 1ta<; 6 ~TJt&v IC6ptov f.~e1topciF.to de; 
ri]v O'KTJ~V e~ro 1fj<; napqJ.po!l:fjc;. 
g. Exod 30:36 
:o~7 :1}i:JT:ll:l'tt/ii?.W7~ 0~!!1 n7 '¥-11:' 'W~ ,p;i.) 7;;r~~ h:nn;~ ').~7 ;-rJ~?;J ;,oz.m , ;,~~r.. {lk'riV/1 
Ka.i. auyKOijlttc; EK ,;o\rrwv mo Ka.i 9i]att<; U1tEVO.V'tl 'tiDV ).LO.ptupirov EV rfi O'KflVfi 'tOU 
).LO.ptupiou, oOsv yvroaOi]aO).LO.l O'Ol EKatOsv, liytov 'tOOV ay(rov SO''tat U~-J.iV. 
4b, lAs Independently or in Lists 
a. Gen 41:43 
Kai. avt:PtPaatv O.U'tOV E1tl 'tO ilp).La to ()g(ycspov trov atJ'tOU, Kai EIO\Pl>~S\1 SJ.l1tpoa9sv autou 
Kflpu~, Kai. · nriQ!!)a£ 1 autov t(j)' oA.TJ<; yfic; Aiy(m-rou. 
b. Exod8:11 
::1N17 1~1 1W!$~ on7~ Yl.)tV N'/) l!i7•ntt i:rl :10lliJ ;,IJ~i3 '~ :1~l~ l{l~~ 
iorov 0~ <l>ctparo O'tl ytyovev avaljiU~tc;, ~llsQ6v9 . ti Kap8ia O.U't'OU, Ka.i OUK daiJKOU()S\1 mhrov, 
Ka9an~p tA.aA.11aEv K:Optoc;. 
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c. Lev25:14 
:PmP"ll$ lZiht$ ~~;T-1-?!$ ~D'I;)ll i,~ il~~ ;~ ~~·~~7 'i~?t~ 1l~~I:1-'~1 
6av 8e anoScT> npaow tq'> 1tATJ0lOV ()01} f.av Kat !Ctlicrn napa tof> 1tATJ0lOV ()01}, ~, 6/..t~Etffi 
av6prono~ TOV 1tAfl aiov, 
d. Num20:26 
:c'l/ 11~~ 'l9.l$~ llOl$1 ,~~ lU'?~-n~ Cfll?'J?::q PJ~~-n~ 1'10!$-n~ U\ll~ 
Kai ' IC5UO'O Aapwv tftV atOATJV a.inou Kat fv8uaov EA£a.sap rov ui.ov a.irrou, Kai Aa.pwv 
1tpome6sic; Ct1t06aVStffi SKf:i. 
e. Deut 14:21 
''J~ 7WJJ;l-K7 1'.(17~ 0_1,1'7 :1~!$ tviii? c~ 'il 'i-?~7 ~ i~ ::J];J~l :1~).J;1J:l1'l~W:;~-,W~ 1A7 :1'7Jfi~ 1]:;>Kn K] 
:1~~ ::1].rp 
nav 9VTJmf.Latov ou <pnyeaer., rq'> napoiKcp tip tv rate; n6A.r.mv aou 8oer,mmu, Kai <pa:yr.tm, ~ 
' 7rOSID2IJ t0 uUotpf~. on A.aoc; uytoc; d KUpi~ reT> 6t:0 001}.- oux t;\jlf]at:tc; iipva. t.v yaA.aKtt 
flTJ'tpoc; aiYrou. 
aa. Gen 17:10 
:1~r?~ c~'7 11¥,. ;l':JO~ 'flllll 1';t~ c~'l';t~ ;~,~ ~i?to/J:l 1V/~ 'i:1'1~ MJ 
Kai. autq tl 8ux6ftKfl, ftv Ota'tTJpTJOf.tc;, ava flEOOV Sf.LOV KO.tUf.LOOV Kat O.v&. f.lSOOV toi> ()1tSPf.l<lT6c; 
aou j.t.StU ai: eic; rue; yc:w:ac; ai:rtrov, lt 9 0'8'1i Uf.LWV nav O.paevtKOV, 
bb. Exod 13:3 
N71 :-t~t~ D~J;ll$ ;"t\1'1~ K'~i;, 1~ ~m:;t ,~ 0''7;l}.' 11';1~ b~1l?~~ ClJN~~ 1W~ ;.r.!0 Ci~:;-n!$ i5~ C~iT'il$ :·npb 1~K~1 
:r~o ?~1$~ 
Einev 8e Mol'u<Ji1c; npoc; tov A.a6v :vn evsu n)v tlf.LSpav tau'tllv, tv~ t~i]A.9a:re sK yij~ 
Aiy6nrou f.~ OlKOU 8ouA.Eiac;, f.v yap XEtpi KpamtQ. E~ftyayev u,...ac; K'6ptoc; f.vn:u9ev, Kat ou 
~pro8i]~Etat ~U~rJ. 
cc. Lev 2:6 
aw TO KS<paA.atov 'tWV ui&v Kaa6 EK f.Leaou uiwv At:U\ KUta OTJj.I.OU<; aircwv Kat' OtKOtJ~ 
natptrov aut&v 
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ee. Deut 5:12 
:1Jil~ 1.m~ 1¥/1$:;> ,W1i?711~!0;:~ b1~·11~ i» 
<X tilv iJ!ltpav t&v cra.j3j3a:uov &yui~etv airn1v. ov tponov tvetei.M:rr6 crot KUpto~ 6 9e6~ oou. 
ff Num 6:5 
:lo/N1 1}litJ 371_!?, · :1~:;t~ Vl1i? ~l:-1'7 ,,~~-,tp~ o6~:J nN?~t-1ll lipN1-~l1 1~l;'~-N~ 1llfl l'ip 11). "\?;)~-?il 
ncicra<; "tac; TJ!lBPCt<; til<; euxfjc; 'tOU ayvtO!lOU ~upov OUK S1tel.z6<:retat eni tl)v KS(j)CtAtlV Ctutou. 
F.roc; av 1tAtlPro9rocrtV ai TJJ.tEpat, ocrac; TtU~Ct'tO KUpiq>, &ytoc; EOl:Ctt 00\! KOJlTtV tpixa 
KSq>aAfjc;. 
gg. Num 6:23 
:o~':l~~ ,~~1 ~~lit'~ ·~.:;~-?ll '~o/-11~ ~?tWl o :oiJ? 1 ~ ~~lo/~ '}~-lltc ~?":1:;11;1 :-~~ 1tlx? l'Jl:r71$ll"1lJir?~ 1;l1 
AaA.rtcrov Aetpmv Kai mi:c; ui.oU; a;t)'toU Ai:yrov Outroc; euA.oyi)crete toile; uiooc; (crpaflA . ovr 
CtUto'tc; {tmi ent8i]croumv TO OVOI!cl JlOU ani 'tOU<; uiouc; IcrpartA., Keti tyro KUptoc; euA.oyi]crro autouc;) 
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